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Abstract

Autonomic Computing is a steadily emerging and promising research field. It aims at simplifying interoperability to diminish the management complexity in several industries. To this goal, some standards have been worked on to establish a common basis for communication and interaction on all management areas. This work focuses on one of these standards, CIM – developed by DMTF, trying to enhance its support for localization handling by proposing some modifications and additions that are intended and designed to facilitate the configuration of different localization aspects.
1. Introduction :

As enterprises strive to meet their current challenges, they require an IT infrastructure that supports their business goals. An IT infrastructure that enables business to be more responsive, variable, focused, and resilient.

Autonomic systems are such systems that are self-configuring, self-healing, self-protecting and self-optimizing. They are “Intelligent” open systems that manage complexity, know themselves, continuously tune themselves, adapt to unpredictable conditions, prevent and recover from failures and provide a safe environment. They let enterprises focus on business, not on IT infrastructure.

For autonomic computing technology, many relevant standards and their associated standards organizations are described in “An Architectural Blueprint for Autonomic Computing” (see References). In our work, we examine selected autonomic standard in detail; CIM.

More specifically, the handling of CIM model is conducted with concentration on the localization support features in the current version of the model (V2.15), by enhancement and additions to it to be more mature in dealing with localization configuration settings.

Software localization is, by global consensus, an extremely important issue in IT industry. It’s agreed upon that understanding different cultures and marketing for them is a critical success factor. Generally, Localization means allowing an application/product interface to adapt with specific locales (languages, countries, cultures, ...). There are several techniques and tools that support localization.

The LocalizationCapabilities class in CIM core model was introduced in previous versions of CIM (V2.9) with the purpose of supporting diagnostic service data, with the intent that it will be generalized for broader use in future. It was then deprecated upon a change request to replace localization features in the schema by usage of the protocol CIM/XML over HTTP. Refer to more details on criticism of current design and rationale and significance of proposed work in section 6.4.

2. Autonomic Computing Overview :

2.1. Definition: Autonomic computing systems consist of four attributes. As illustrated in the following 4-quadrant chart, they are:
- Self-configuring (able to adapt to changes in the system)
- Self-healing (able to recover from detected errors)
- Self-optimizing (able to improve use of resources)
- Self-protecting (able to anticipate and cure intrusions)

2.2. Autonomic Computing Concepts:

![Figure 1. Autonomic Computing Control Loop](image-url)
2.3. **Autonomic Maturity Levels**: There are typically five levels of autonomic maturity, which are measures of where any given process is on that spectrum. These maturity levels are: Basic – Managed – Predictive – Adaptive – Autonomic.

2.4. **Value of Autonomic Computing**: Few examples of the results delivered by implementing autonomic computing solutions with self-management characteristics are: Operational efficiency, Supporting business needs with IT, Workforce productivity. Systems that are self-managing free up IT resources which then can move from mundane system management tasks to focusing on working with users to solve business problems.

3. **Standards Overview**:

3.1. **Standards Organizations**: DMTF is a not-for-profit association of industry members dedicated to promoting enterprise and systems management and interoperability.

3.2. **Key Standards**: CIM is a DMTF standard for expressing data about systems, applications, networks, and devices. It is a conceptual information model for describing computing and business entities in enterprise and Internet environments.

3.3. **Perception of Autonomic Computing Standards in Marketplace**: Since autonomic IT systems will likely be comprised of multiple components from multiple vendors, it is critical that the various system components be able to communicate with and understand one another. That’s why IBM is an active leader in the development of open standards for autonomic computing. This is a significant challenge because of the many different technology areas that autonomic computing spans.

In November 2004, IBM and Fujitsu, a large and influential Japanese IT corporation, announced their agreement to collaborate on autonomic computing standards. This event was part culmination and part catalyst; it was the result of discussions between the two companies about their shared interest in autonomic computing technology and in developing and promoting open standards on which autonomic computing architecture could be based. It also sparked additional interest in autonomic computing technology in Japan, leading to a follow-up announcement about one week later.

This agreement between two very large IT corporations to collaborate on open standards that are critical to autonomic computing technology was widely publicized, but it was not isolated. A press release from Tokyo on December 6, 2004 noted several additional companies that embrace autonomic computing technologies and announced that they would join IBM’s autonomic computing initiative.

These companies joined four others, already announced as IBM autonomic computing business partners, who have already deployed autonomic computing capabilities or standards from the Autonomic Computing Toolkit. The list of Japanese companies who have embraced autonomic computing technology reads like a significant portion of a virtual "Who's Who in Computing in Japan" (including, of course, IBM Japan).

Autonomic computing continues to become more widely known, with increasing adoption in the IT industry. IBM has many autonomic computing business partners from around the globe. Even so, there seems to be an especially sharp interest in autonomic computing in Japan. [6]
4. CIM – Common Information Model:

4.1. Overview: The CIM provides object classes, properties, methods, and associations common to the use of management applications in the form of management schema. These are organized into three layers:
- Core model: an information model that captures notions that are applicable to all areas of management. While it is possible that additional classes will be added to the Core model over time, major re-interpretations of the Core model classes are not anticipated.
- Common model: an information model that captures notions that are common to particular management areas, but independent of a particular technology or implementation. The common areas are systems, applications, databases, networks and devices. The information model is specific enough to provide a basis for the development of management applications. This model provides a set of base classes for extension into the area of technology-specific schemas. The Core and Common models together are expressed as the CIM schema.
- Extension schemas: represent technology-specific extensions of the Common model. These schemas are specific to environments, such as operating systems (for example, UNIX or Microsoft Windows).

4.2. Current Incorporation of Localization in CIM models (CIM 2.15): A LocalizationCapabilities class is defined in the core schema, as a subclass of the Capabilities class, which is a type of ManagedElement class, and represents capabilities defined for (associated with) a certain ManagedElement.

4.3. Work Scope: CIM’s goal is to model all the various aspects of the managed environment, not just a single problem space. Coping with that goal, we propose enhancements and additions to the LocalizationCapabilities class in the Core model, in order to allow it to support the guidelines and requirements of software localization design and development techniques in a practical way. The objective is to allow the standard to provide a model for multilingual localizable managed resources.

5. Software Globalization/Localization:

5.1. Definition: Localizing the UI of a particular application involves translating the text in localization packs, modifying images and icons as necessary for regional considerations, and modifying layout to accommodate text or image-size changes.

5.2. Locale: Locale is used by the software industry in general to mean any of the following related concepts:
- The set of people who share a set of common expectations about their computer interactions
- The common expectations of computer behaviors that those people share
- The name given to one of those particular sets of expectations or people
- The computer-readable data (and sometimes code) that encapsulates those behaviors

A locale model contains assumptions about all of these cultural features. Frequently used locale models include Numbers – Currency – Date – Time – Calendar - Telephone – Measures – Icon – Conventions – Sorting orders – ….

5.3. CLDR (Common Locale Data Repository): A relatively new project started in 2004, hosted by Unicode Consortium. CLDR is by far the largest and most extensive standard repository of locale data.
6. Proposed Model for “LocalizationCapability” Class:

6.1. Model Modifications & 6.2. Proposed Changes: Models are abstractions of "real world" objects and events. In this notion, the proposed model modifications abstract the localization objects and events in an operating environment. Data flow and configuration perspectives are taken in consideration. Changes made preserve the model backwards compatibility.

Figure 2. Proposed Model for “LocalizationCapabilities” Class
6.2. Classes Details:

**CIM_LocalizationCapabilities**

IsLocalized : boolean;

IsLocaleSupported(locale:string) : boolean;

IsSchemeSupported(scheme:string) : boolean;

**CIM_Locale**

FlowDirectionsOrder : uint16 {enum, read}; // rtl, ltr, tb-rl, lr-tb, rl-tb
CourtesyTitlesOrder : uint16 {enum, read}; // Ms., Mrs., Mr., Sir, Dr., Prof., ...
GreetingsOrder : uint16 {enum, read}; // G.M., GAN, G.N., Welcome, Bye, ...
MeasureUnitsOrder : uint16 {enum, read}; // Weight, Length, Freq., Temp., ...
PunctuationSymbolOrder : uint16 {enum, read}; // , . ; / \ : " ' ......
VowelsOrder : uint16 {enum, read}; // a, i, u, e, o, aa, ii, uu, ee, oo, stress, consonant
LocaleIdentifier : string;
LocaleName : string;

**CIM_LocaleSettingData**

Country : string;
Language : string;
Script : string;
bidiSupport : boolean;
AnnotationSupport : boolean;
VowelizationSupport : boolean;
CurrencyName : string;
CurrencySymbol : char16;
DateFormates : string[]; // Holds format strings available in this locale
FlowDirections : boolean[];
// Entries in this locale corresponding to the entries in enum data in Locale
PunctuationSymbols : char16[];
CourtesyTitles : string[];
Greetings : string[];
MeasureUnits : string[];
Vowels : [Octetstring] uint8[][]; // Encoded in UTF-8 by default
// Map character to its transliteration, array index in the character hash value
CharTransliteration : string[]; // In English script

**CIM_EncodingScheme**

SchemeStr : string;
MappingTable : [Octetstring] uint8[][];

EncodeChar([IN]charToEncode : char16) : [Octetstring] uint8[];
DecodeChar([IN, Octetstring] codestring : uint8[]) : char16;
6.3. Significance of Modeling Localization:

Choice of the LocalizationCapabilities class enhancement as our work scope originated from realization of the importance and vitality of localization of several systems in a global flat world. Localization/Globalization is an inevitable requirement in all kinds of industry. This doesn't refer only to language difference, but also to different geographical and cultural aspects. Market hunting in any area/country depends in a big deal on the ability to understand these differences in people nature and to communicate with them according to this understanding, in a way that fits their correct perception. That's why business globalization is a must in today's world.

More explanation of importance and significance of localization modeling in CIM model can be deduced from the following excerpt quoted from "CIM Diagnostics Model White Paper":

"Localization refers to the support of various geographical, political, or cultural region preferences, or locales. A client may be in a different country from the system it is querying and would prefer to be able to communicate with the system using its own locale. There are inherent differences to be reckoned with, such as language, phraseology, currency, and many cultural oddities.

There is no localization support in CIM prior to Version 2.9. Since diagnostics relies on precise reporting of system status and problem data in a user-centric environment, localization is critical. In V2.9, we introduced schema extensions to allow a client to query a diagnostic service for supported locales and to specify the desired locale via a DiagnosticSetting object. The change was written as generically as possible, specifically supporting diagnostics with the intent that it be generalized for broader use in the future.

A new class, CIM_LocalizationCapabilities : CIM_Capabilities was introduced with properties publishing the supported input and output locals. A Locales[] property is added to the DiagnosticSetting class (for passing to the service) and the DiagnosticServiceRecord class (for local identification of the resultant logs)."

Rationale behind class deprecation and applicability of proposed reactivation can be explained by inspection of the stated reasoning in the change request issued in CIM V2.10, as quoted below:

"There was a discussion at the TC regarding the modeling of localization. Preference is to do localization in the protocol (CIM/XML over HTTP) rather than in the schema. This CR deprecates the localization schema to favor usage of the HTTP Accept-Language and Content-Language header fields as documented in DSP0200, Specification for CIM Operations over HTTP v1.2." [Related excerpts from DSP0200 can be found in appendices].

It’s clear that this change request put an assumption that the localization capabilities are limited to different languages support, and didn’t pay attention to other aspects of localization. In response to this reasoning, we propose the new model changes to accommodate localization capabilities beyond the language and encoding schemes support. Localization is a broad concept and is not limited to supporting different languages (for more solid background, refer to section 5. Software Globalization/Localization).

In addition, there is another issue with usability, since the original class included two string arrays only, one for input locales and the other for output locales, which isn't
useful to the service intended by introduction of this class, and doesn't add valuable information to serve the needs of configuration of localization capabilities of different elements in the model, since these two array attributes could be simply added to the base class (Capabilities or ManagedElement) without affecting the semantics, and separation in a standalone class is a kind of specialization that could be better exploited by adding more attributes and functionality to this class.

By incorporating the proposed changes the support of configuration of localization capabilities is more mature and useful in serving the needs of model elements to deal with localization aspects of each other and with external systems. This goes on the same line with the above quoted statement from “CIM Diagnostics Model White Paper” after initial introduction of the original class, saying “The change was written as generically as possible, specifically supporting diagnostics with the intent that it be generalized for broader use in the future.”

7. Validation of the Proposed Model:

7.1. Validation Methodology: Basically, the process followed by DMTF for commitment on changes and modification of any of its developed standards depends on discussions between working groups and steering committee resulting decisions to accept or reject changes of each standard release. However, this approach can’t be used here for an externally proposed work – not internally generated from DMTF groups discussions. That raises the need for a validation method to show the correctness and rationale of the proposed work.

Traditionally, the configuration design of IT service and infrastructure management environments has been a process largely governed by heuristics. In the last few years it became evident that with the business of organizations relying more and more on their IT infrastructure there is a need for the verification and validation of the nonfunctional properties. These service level and information security requirements have to be satisfied in large, heterogeneous IT systems. However, heuristic design of IT management configurations cannot cope with complex systems. Employment of the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach, well-established by now, to model, analyze and plan IT infrastructure management configurations can be advantageous. [34]

7.2. How will Standards take advantage of the MDA? Using MDA, the industry gets a standard, every company uses it, none are forced to switch platforms in order to benefit, and the standard lasts as long as the industry process that it serves. Everybody wins! [27]

7.3. An MDA perspective on proposed work: The CIM model can be regarded as a PIM according to MDA concepts. Starting from this point, the correctness of the proposed model can be validated by clarifying correspondence between the proposed model components and the modeled business requirements. This can be shown as detailed below:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Requirement</th>
<th>Model Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Locale is represented in terms of language-territory (country) pairs | Attributes:  
Locale.LocaleName  
LocaleSettingData.Country  
LocaleSettingData.Language  

Associations:  
CIM_SupportedLocale  
CIM_LocaleSetting |
| Locale is used as a mechanism to switch language or cultural dependent features, like calendar, time, monetary, formatting, and specific translations of key sentences. | Attributes:  
LocaleSettingData.Script  
LocaleSettingData.bidiSupport  
LocaleSettingData.AnnotationSupport  
LocaleSettingData.VowelizationSupport  
LocaleSettingData.CurrencyName  
LocaleSettingData.CurrencySymbol  
LocaleSettingData.DateFormats  
LocaleSettingData.FlowDirections  
LocaleSettingData.PunctuationSymbols  
LocaleSettingData.CourtesyTitles  
LocaleSettingData.Greetings  
LocaleSettingData.MeasureUnits  
LocaleSettingData.Vowels  
LocaleSettingData.CharTransliteration  
Along with their values & value maps in the Locale class.  
In addition, all attributes of TimeZoneSettingData class are relevant to this business requirement, they will not be listed here since no changes were proposed for this class.  
Associations:  
CIM_LocaleSetting  
CIM_LocaleTime |
| Code Page support is one of localization matters. It’s necessary for handling characters representation from different scripts and languages. | Attributes:  
EncodingScheme.SchemeStr  
EncodingScheme.MappingTable  

Methods:  
EncodingScheme.EncodeChar  
([IN]charToEncode:char16)  
EncodingScheme.DecodeChar  
([IN,Octetstring]codestring:uint8[])  

Associations:  
CIM_SupportedSchemes |
7.4. Sequence Diagram Illustration of Proposed Model Usage Scenarios:

![Sequence Diagram]

7.5. Pseudo Code of implementation prototype:

A Java-like pseudo code of a prototype implementation of the proposed model. It illustrates implementation steps and interaction access methods between the related classes.

The expected output of running the main method of the ExternalSystem class in this prototype is to print the following lines to the standard output:

```plaintext
Welcome in AR_EG is: مرحباً
GMT offset in AR_EG is: 2
The code of the first Arabic letter in Unicode is: 0x0623
The character corresponding to code value 0x0669 in Unicode is: ٩
```
8. Conclusion & Future Work:

8.1. Conclusion

In this work, we proposed model modifications to the LocalizationCapabilities class in the core model of CIM standard, which is released by DMTF organization. We clarified the significance of this modification, and set forth validation of model correctness by correspondence to business field requirements. A prototype implementation was presented as well to show the integrity of classes’ interactions and achievement of the stated business goal of supporting configuration of localization attributes in the system management domain.

Although implementation of standards is still a little behind in practice, acceptance and adoption of interoperability standards by companies in industry is a roadmap for effectiveness and success of standardization efforts. Experimental industrial applications of proposed standard modifications dictate approval or rejection of the proposed work, as implied by the processing methodology of DMTF organization.

In autonomic computing research, academic and industrial projects realized remarkable parts of the autonomic computing vision. However, there are still open problems to deal with in this promising research area. [28]

This work will be presented to DMTF for further assessment and proposal for inclusion in the organization’s standardization efforts in CIM.

8.2. Future Work

As the business requirements and software technologies keep changing and evolving all the way, standards will keep coping with and driving these changes. It’s determinate that standards are required to play a more effective role in business development and market place. Continuous investigation and enhancement of the defined standards is inevitable. As new versions of CIM standard come out, revision and revisiting of this work is important. Areas of possible enhancement of the proposed work may include:

- Supporting more localization features; cultural, political, lingual and geographical.
- Modeling the locale data repository (like CLDR) in a more general and manageable manner, like representing it directly in the model by creating specific classes/relations to model it rather than specifying it as a single string field.
- More features of encoding schemes can be exploited, such as character formatting in several format methods.
- Some kind of relation or dependency can be created between the encoding scheme and the locale settings, like coding characters according to known preference in a specific locale. For example, use of specific font or character set in certain locale. This is still achievable using the proposed model but with more concentration on implementation effort, while some future work may leverage this effort to the model itself.
- It may be feasible to add some level of dynamicty to the model to allow locale settings to adapt with the current temporal political and social status.
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